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Which Codes Have -Cycle-Free Tanner Graphs? Thomas R. Halford, Student Member, IEEE, Alex J. Grant, Senior Member, IEEE, and Keith M. Chugg, Member, IEEE



Abstract—Let be an binary linear code with rate and dual . In this correspondence, it is shown that can be represented by a -cycle-free Tanner graph only if:



where is the minimum distance of . By applying this and result, it is shown that -cycle-free Tanner graphs do not exist for many classical binary linear block codes.
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of classical linear block code families in Section V. Specifically, it is shown that the following binary codes do not have -cycle-free Tanner graphs. binary Golay and extended binary 1) The Golay codes. Reed–Muller (RM) codes with 2) Those . and minimum distance for rate 3) Those primitive Bose–Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes with rate for . 4) The binary image of those Reed–Solomon (RS) codes with rate for . 5) The binary image of those RS . codes with rate for Concluding remarks are given in Section VI.



Index Terms—Cycles, girth, graphical models of codes, iterative decoding, Tanner graphs.



I. INTRODUCTION The study of graphical models of codes is of great current interest. This work considers a specific, well-known, family of graphical models of binary linear block codes: Tanner graphs [1]. Briefly, let be an binary linear block code with parity-check matrix . Associated with , is a bipartite graph and correwith disjoint vertex classes sponding to the rows and columns of , respectively. An edge connects . Note that since there exist muland in if and only if tiple parity-check matrices for , there are, likewise, multiple Tanner graphs which represent . Iterative decoding on Tanner graphs has been widely studied, particularly in the context of low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes. It is now widely accepted that there is a relationship between the graph-theoretic properties of a graphical code model and the performance of the iterative decoding algorithm implied by that model. Specifically, a number of authors have stressed the importance of designing LDPC codes with Tanner graphs that have no cycles of length four [2]–[4]. Furthermore, a number of authors have noted that Tanner graphs for classical linear block codes tend to contain -cycles and have thus investigated techniques for obtaining -cycle-free graphical models based on generalized parity-check matrices [5], [6]. Inspired by the work of Etzion, Trachtenberg, and Vardy concerning codes with cycle-free Tanner graphs [7], the present correspondence addresses the question: which codes have -cycle-free Tanner graphs? The remainder of this correspondence is organized as follows. The main result on the existence of -cycle-free Tanner graphs is proved in Section III. The main result follows directly from results in graph theory which are reviewed in Section II. In Section IV, the tightness of the main result is considered. The main result is applied to a number Manuscript received November 14, 2005; revised April 3, 2006. his work was supported in part by the US Army Research Office under MURI Contract DAAD19-01-1-0477. The material in this correspondence was presented in part at the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Seattle, WA, July 2006. T. R. Halford and K. M. Chugg are with the Communication Sciences Institute, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-2565 USA (e-mail: [email protected]; [email protected]). A. J. Grant is with the Institute for Telecommunications Research, University of South Australia, Mawson Lakes, SA 5095, Australia (e-mail: Alex.Grant@ unisa.edu.au). Communicated by R. J. McEliece, Associate Editor for Coding Theory. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIT.2006.880060



II. PRELIMINARIES FROM GRAPH THEORY In the following, denotes a bipartite graph with vertex and and with edge set classes . The degree of a vertex .1 The size of is is denoted . Propositions 1 and 2 are well known; the proofs presented below are due to Neuwirth [8] and are given for completeness. Proposition 1: Let Then



be a -cycle-free bipartite graph.



(1)



where is the binomial coefficient. as the graph with vertex set Proof: Define set so that



and edge



and (2)



is -cycle-free, there is at most one such that and for each . Thus, con. The proposition then follows tains no multiple edges and by noting that there is a bijection between edges in and pairs of verin . tices incident on vertices Because



Proposition 2: Let be a -cycle-free bipartite graph . Then there are at least vertices in such that with degree or . . By Proposition 1, Proof: Let and since (3) Because



, there must be at least



vertices in



. Theorem 3 is well known as Reiman’s inequality [9]; the proof presented here is adopted from Bollobas [10]. 1The results presented hold for general bipartite graphs; however, we consider the case where . In the context of Tanner graphs, thus corresponds to the variable node set and to the check node set.
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Theorem 3: Let . Then the size of



be a -cycle-free bipartite graph with satisfies



Corolary 5: Let be an binary linear block code for which a -cycle-free Tanner graph does not exist. Then, the number of -cycles in any Tanner graph representing is lower-bounded by



(4) (14) Proof: Let



and note



that (5) Suppose that



has size strictly greater than



so that



where and is the minimum distance of . Hamming code , with As an example, consider the . Any parity-check matrix for contains the seven nonzero binary vectors of length and is thus isomorphic (under permutation of columns) to [12]



(6)



(15)



Proposition 1 implies the following series of inequalities: (7)



The Tanner graph corresponding to cles. Indeed, for this code



clearly contains three -cy-



(16) (8)



while



(9)



(17)



(10) (11) Note that (9) follows from (8) via the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. , proving the theorem. Since



precluding the existence of a -cycle-free Tanner graph while requiring that any Tanner graph for contains at least two -cycles.



IV. REMARKS ON THE MAIN RESULT



Neuwirth noted that equality holds in Theorem 3 if and only if is the incidence graph of a Steiner system (see, for example, [11]), , on points with block degree satisfying [8].



Two questions arise naturally from the bound provided by Theorem 4.



III. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT



Hoory noted that Reiman’s inequality is the tightest known bound on the size of a -cycle-free bipartite graph [13]. However, Theorem 3 provides only a necessary condition for the existence of a -cycle-free bipartite graph—it is not clear that a -cycle-free Tanner graph can be found for any code that satisfies Theorem 4. Neuwirth noted that graphs which meet the bound of Theorem 3 with equality are necessarily the incidence graphs of certain Steiner systems [8]. A number of authors have used Steiner systems as a tool for designing algebraically constructed LDPC codes (see, for example, [14]). A search for codes which meet the bound of Theorem 4 thus begins by examining codes with duals generated by the incidence matrices of Steiner systems. be the code with parity check matrix Let



binary linear block code with Theorem 4: Let be an . Then can be represented by a -cycle-free Tanner graph dual only if (12) and is the minimum distance of . where parity-check matrix for and let Proof: Let be a denote the number of ’s in . The Tanner graph corresponding to , , is bipartite with and . By Theorem to be -cycle-free its size must satisfy 3, in order for



1) How tight is the bound? 2) Do there exist codes with -cycle-free Tanner graphs which meet the bound with equality?



(13) generates Since and contains at least satisfy



, any row of is a nonzero codeword in ’s. Thus, any parity-check matrix for must completing the proof.



Theorem 4 immediately implies the following corollary which is given without proof.



(18)
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TABLE II APPLICATION OF THEOREM 4 TO RM CODES



FAMILY OF CODES FOR



Equation (18) defines the incidence matrix of the Steiner system and the Tanner graph corresponding to meets the bound of Theorem 3 with equality. However, the minimum distance is , which is not equal to the of the code generated by minimum row weight of . Therefore, does not meet the bound of Theorem 4 with equality. In general, the codes generated by the incidence matrices of Steiner systems do not have minimum distance equal to the minimum row weight of those matrices and an alternate approach is required to meet the bound of Theorem 4 with equality. be the code with parity-check matrix Let (19) is the incidence matrix of the Steiner where identity matrix. It is readily verified that system and is the has length , dimension , and minimum . Table I summarizes the application of Theorem 4 dual distance . Note the and to this family of codes for meet Theorem 4 with equality while the remaining codes nearly meet is the length– repetition code with parity-check the bound. matrix



minimum distance for . Note that the existence of a -cycle-free Tanner graph is precluded by Theorem 4 for all of code is an example of an these codes. Note also that the RM code for which a -cycle-free Tanner graph cannot exist. C. Primitive BCH Codes Table III summarizes the application of Theorem 4 to those primitive BCH codes with rate for [12]. Determining is difficult when and lower bounds have been used. The lower bounds labeled , and correspond to Sikelnikov’s bound [12], [15, Theorem 5], and Schaub’s bound [16] (as reported in [15]), respectively. Note that the existence of -cyclefree Tanner graphs is precluded by Theorem 4 for all of the codes in Table III. Note also that there exist a number of length and BCH codes with without -cycle-free Tanner graphs. D. Binary Images of Reed-Solomon Codes Corollary 6 follows from Theorem 4.



(20) while



is a



code with parity-check matrix



Corollary 6: Let



be the binary image of a rate RS code for . Then there exists no -cycle-free Tanner graph for . is an Proof: binary code while is an binary code. It thus suffices to show that



(21)



(22) or, equivalently



V. APPLICATION OF THE MAIN RESULT A. The Golay Code The duals of both the binary Golay code and the extended binary Golay code have minimum distance [12]. Neither code satisfies Theorem 4 and thus any Tanner graph for either code must contain -cycles.



(23) . It is readily verified that and it thus suffices to verify only that at and . When is lowest possible code rate that is greater or equal to where



, the and (24)



B. RM Codes An RM code has dimension and its dual has minimum distance [12]. Table II summarizes the and application of Theorem 4 to those RM codes with rate



for



More generally, since



when (25)
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Corollary 6 does not extend to the binary image of length RS codes. Specifically, evaluating Theorem 4 for the binary image of the RS code, , with yields and



TABLE III APPLICATION OF THEOREM 4 TO PRIMITIVE BCH CODES



(27) The following alternate argument establishes that any Tanner graph must indeed contain a representing the binary image of the -cycle. . The Suppose a -cycle-free Tanner graph does exist for , has 21 parity-check matrix corresponding to this graph, columns and 6 rows. By Proposition 2, must contain at least six weight- columns. Since the minimum distance of the dual of is at least , must contain exactly six weightcolumns. Now consider the bipartite graph corresponding to the remaining 15 columns. Since the minimum distance of the dual of is at least , this graph must contain at least 30 edges. On the other hand, Theorem 3 states that this graph contains at most 30 edges with equality if only if the graph corresponds to the incidence . We have thus shown that matrix of the Steiner system if a -cycle-Tanner graph exists for , then must be with the parity-check matrix shown at the isomorphic to bottom of the page. MacWilliams and Sloane show that the code with parity-check matrix can be interpreted as the binary image of a maxwhich is not an RS imum distance separable (MDS) code over GF code (see [12, Ch. 10.5]). Thus, is not isomorphic to a binary RS code and no -cycle-free Tanner graph exists image of the . for VI. CONCLUSION



Finally, it is readily verified that for



(26)



The proof technique of Corollary 6 can be readily extended to show , then any Tanner graph corresponding to the binary image that if RS of a rate code contains -cycles.



This work provides a necessary condition for the existence of a -cycle-free Tanner graph corresponding to a given binary linear block code. It was thus shown that many well-known classical codes cannot be represented by -cycle-free Tanner graphs. This result, however, does not preclude the existence of other simple -cycle-free graphical models for these codes. For example, there exist -cycle-free graphical models for all binary linear block codes corresponding to generalized parity-check matrices containing only binary hidden variables [6]. It is now known which codes cannot support cycle-free and -cyclefree Tanner graphs. In [13], Hoory provided an upper bound on the size of a bipartite graph with given girth which reduces to that of . Hoory’s bound thus provides a recipe for Theorem 3 when the development of a necessary condition for the existence of a -cycle-free Tanner graph for a given code. ACKNOWLEDGMENT The authors wish to acknowledge the help of the anonymous reviewers in clarifying the proof of Corollary 6.
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Optimal Interleaving Schemes for Two-Dimensional Arrays
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S. W. Golomb, Fellow, IEEE, Robert Mena, and Wen-Qing Xu



Abstract—Given an array of single random error correction (or erasure) codewords, each having length such that , we construct optimal interleaving schemes that provide the maximum burst error correction power such that an arbitrarily shaped error burst of size can be corrected for the largest possible value of . We show that for all such arrays, the maximum possible interleaving distance, or equivalently, the largest value of such that an arbitrary error burst of size , if up to can be corrected, is bounded by and by if . We generalize the cyclic shifting algorithm developed by the authors in a previous paper and construct, in several special cases, optimal interleaving arrays achieving these upper bounds. Additionally, for codewords of variable lengths, we solve a related array coloring problem for which the same upper bounds hold and can be achieved. Index Terms—Cluster errors, cyclic shifting, interleaving, random errorcorrecting codes, sphere packing.



I. INTRODUCTION The correction of cluster (or burst) errors in two-dimensional (2-D) (and three-dimensional (3-D)) arrays has important practical applications and has been studied in recent years by many authors. By mixing the code symbols from various codewords so that different symbols from each codeword are suitably separated, interleaving schemes can effectively convert a large error burst into smaller random-like errors spread over a number of different codewords, and thus significantly enhance the error correction power of random error correction codes. in an array is said to be a cluster if any two A subset of size elements of the subset belong to a sequence of consecutively connected elements contained in the same subset. While a cluster error of size in a 1-D array is simply a set of consecutive error bits, a 2-D (or 3-D) cluster error of size can take several different shapes. Most 2-D burst error correcting codes that have been studied in the literature correct only error bursts of given rectangular [1], [5], [6], [9], [11], [13], [14], [19], or other prescribed shapes [2], [7], [10], [18]. See also [15], [16] for related interleaving schemes on tori, paths and cycles, and [3], [8], [17] for 2-D interleaving schemes for multiple random error correction codes. In particular, we point out that in an important earlier work [4], Blaum, Bruck and Vardy have considered the problem of interleaving a minimum number of codewords in a 2-D (or 3-D) array such that an arbitrarily shaped error burst of given size can be corrected. Given the burst size , they have shown that in the 2-D case the lowest in; and for all such , they terleaving degree is given by have further constructed, by using a sphere tiling based lattice scheme, square array such that any cluster of size can be a -interleaved corrected. Following [4], we consider in this work 2-D error bursts of arbitrary shapes and horizontal/vertical connectivity. We assume that all codeand are capable of correcting a single words have fixed length Manuscript received October 10, 2005; revised February 26, 2006. S. W. Golomb is with the Department of Electrical Engineering-Systems, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089 USA (e-mail: [email protected]). R. Mena and W.-Q. Xu are with the Department of Mathematics and Statistics, California State University, Long Beach, CA 90840 USA (e-mail: [email protected]; [email protected]). Communicated by R. J. McEliece, Associate Editor for Coding Theory. Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TIT.2006.880071
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